
Oyster Trail & Sea Foraging
PRIVATE TOURS HOSTED BY JERSEY WALK ADVENTURES

Join Derek and Trudie from Jersey Walk Adventures on a marine wild food foray as we stroll 

down to the biggest oyster beds in the British Isles. They will reveal what you can forage 

from the sea - in the past Jersey folk called it low water fishing - and share stories of the 19th 

century oyster fishing, Jersey’s gold rush.

For the Residents of Hotel La Place & Country Cottages

This is a hosted event including luxury transport from La Place Hotel & Country  Cottages 

to the oyster beds in the Royal Bay of Grouville on the South East coast of Jersey & return.

On the way get to know the difference 

between Praires, Palourdes, Cockles and 

Clams. All are edible and have surprisingly 

different tastes.     

 

To add a vegetable side dish to our walk 

we’ll introduce you to a few edible seaweeds 

which often go unnoticed or disregarded 

as useless. They are, however, an essential 

ingredient in sushi, miso soup, jellies, sweets 

and even ice cream.

 

Finish this two and a half hour walk with the 

opportunity to sample half a dozen fresh 

Jersey oysters with a glass of bubbles in the 

Seymour Inn.  

 

Starting point is Seymour slip opposite 

Seymour Inn, Grouville. Wellington boots 

and walking poles are included in the price, 

plus six oysters and a drink at the Seymour 

Inn, plus transport.     

DATES AVAILABLE:
 

Thursday 31st May at 1.00pm
luxury transport from La Place 
at 12.15pm & return 
approximately 4.00pm

Wednesday 27th June at 12.00pm
luxury transport from La Place 
at 11.15am & return 
approximately 3.00pm

Friday 14th September at 4.30pm
luxury transport from La Place 
at 3.45pm & return 
approximately 7.30pm
 

Cost per person £40.00

Bookings to be made direct with the 

La Place Hotel & Country Cottages:

reservations@hotellaplacejersey.com 

or telephone on 01534 744261  

BOOKINGS:
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